LIST #23 - DOUBLING FINAL CONSONANTS

1. patrol  patrolling
2. patrol  patrols
3. expel   expelled
4. expel   expels
5. rebel   rebelling
6. rebel   rebels
7. equip   equipped
8. equip   equips
9. transfer transferring
10. transfer transfers
11. commit  committed
12. commit  commits
13. propel  propeller
14. propel  propels
15. forbid  forbidden
16. differ  difference
17. labor   labored
18. alter   alteration
19. label   labeled (also labeled - British spelling)
20. cancel  canceled (also cancelled - British spelling)

Doubling Rule: If a word ends in an accented syllable that contains 1 vowel and 1 final consonant, you double the final consonant before adding an ending that begins with a vowel. Do not double the final consonant if the ending begins with a consonant.